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ABSTRACT

Background: Return migration is a complex, challenging phenomenon and to date it remains a concept that is not well understood. A concept analysis would help to clarify what is meant by return migration. This paper aims to report on an analysis of the concept of return migration of nurses.

Design: Concept analysis using the Walker and Avant approach.

Data Sources: Google Scholar, Pubmed, EBSCO, JSTOR and Web of Science databases were searched without a timeframe. Twenty-one articles meeting the inclusion criteria were included.

Method: This study employs eight steps of Walker and Avant’s method to conduct the concept analysis.

Results: Return migration of nurses can be defined by five attributes: the motivation and decisions of migrant nurse, return as human right, resource mobilisation, reintegration and return itineraries. Antecedents of return migration include the economic, social, geographical, political, family and life cycle that comprise the cause and effect framework. With regards to return migration, the consequences are beneficial or detrimental depend on the point of view migrant nurses, source country, receiving country, nursing profession and country health system. Empirical referents have been identified and support potential area to undertake a research on return migration.

Conclusion: This concept analysis has clarified current understandings and enhance the clarity of return migration concept. It recognises the centrality of return as a component in migration stage that needs a comprehensive approach.
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INTRODUCTION

Migration of skilled health workers in a global context has increased significantly over the last two decades.¹² Nurses as a large part of professional health care workforce have contributed to the significant flows of this migration movement.³−⁵ Migration has long been assumed as a one direction process,⁶ such that migrants who emigrated would permanently stay in the destination country. However, there is increasing evidence showing that the migrants are returning to their country of origin known as return migration.⁷−⁹

Acknowledging the importance of return migration, The International Centre of Nurse Migration recognised this movement as a means of benefiting the countries of origin and called for serious attention.¹⁰ The International Organization for Migration (IOM) also support this idea by emphasising on the need for comprehensive and cooperative approaches to managing return as a part of the human movement.¹¹ The issue of return has become increasingly significant among immigrants although in the absence of statistical data. The study pointed out the need for global attention on the nurses’ return migration that is highly complex and needs further action from nursing profession.¹²

Concept analysis as Walker and Avant (2005) has argued can provide a knowledge base to get a clear picture of phenomenon, object or idea.¹² The aim of this concept analysis was to examine the concept of return migration as it is used in global nurses’ migration, to provide a brighter understanding of the phenomenon and suggestion for future study can be developed and measured.
Data sources: An electronic search using the keyword “return migration nurse”, “return emigrant nurse”, “return immigrants nurse” was undertaken using databases relevant to nursing, medicine and social sciences, Pubmed, EBSCO, JSTOR, Web of Science and Google Scholar.

Data Selection and Analysis: The final sample of 21 documents was selected with inclusion criteria for the selection of papers were: a) reported on migrants returning or having returned to their country of origin; and (b) focused on qualified nurses.

RESULTS

Uses of the concept in literature: There is no available definition of return migration from commonly referred dictionaries, Oxford and Merriam-Webster dictionary. The first definition of return migration proposed by Bovenkerk (1974) which define as the return of people after emigrating to origin country for the first time. Above terms have various interpretations. For example with regards to the movement, Dumont and Spielvogel (2008) define the movement as the initial migration only to be called return migration.

Defining attributes

Motivation and decisions of nurse migrant: Individual motivation and decision for going back to the country of origin is one of key distinctive associated with return nurse migration. It has been argued that individual decision to return home as a response of personal factor, career path and others. Individual initiatives to return has been decided on the early stage of migration or during they stay in foreign country. Motivation to return home was reported influenced the willingness and readiness of migrant which consider the circumstances in both, home and host countries.

Return as human right: Freedom of return under the umbrella of migration was described in the literature on return home. Recognising the significant mobility on health professional, the WHO issued the global code by recommending the Member States to take into account individual right to migrate and leave any country. Recalling resolution WHA57.19 in which the World Health Assembly requested the Director-General to develop a voluntary code of practice on the international recruitment of health personnel in consultation with all relevant partners; Responding to the calls of the Kampire Declaration adopted at the First Global Forum on Human Resources for Health (Kampala, 2nd20137 March 2008). Back to the past, referring to the article 13 section 2 of The Universal Declaration on Human Rights stated that “Everyone has the right to return to his country”. The positions statement by International Council of Nurses (2007) recognise the potential benefit of migration and call for support to nurse who wishes to return home by putting the nurses right on priority.

Resource mobilization: Bringing resources back to the countries of origin marked the character of return migration. Nurse returnees not only bringing the financial capital but also human and social capital. It is undeniable that the flow of remittances to the low and middle- income countries plays a significant role in the nation’s development. Even though we are a lack of data on the impact of remittances from nursing workforce, evidence showed that in Philippine as a source country of nurses share 10% remittances of Gross Domestic Product, 14 % for Jamaica and 8.5% for Uganda. Brain gain is the most expected of returned migrants which brings new skill, knowledge and idea to contribute to the advancement of their origin’s country. Studies of return migration in Jamaica and Pacific Island countries described that most returnees have gained new or additional capabilities.

Reintegration: Return migration was characterised by reintegration phase into the family, group and society in his or her country. Reintegration found quite complex, dynamic and challenging aspect of return migration. Reintegration to be influenced by situation and condition in both countries. When migrants feel that they have achieved their goals, they are more ready to reintegrate into the home country. Complex reintegration problems have been investigated by Arowolo for instance joblessness, social maladjustment, boredom and frustration among non-nurses migrants. This study consistent with research of nurses migrant who returns to Indonesia, the majority of nurses were unemployed and faced difficulty in building a career.

Return itineraries: The journey of return was complex which generally divided into voluntarily and involuntarily. These types were explained in the literature of return migration of nurses. Majority the studies support the benefits of voluntarily return as a form to contribute in the nation development. Voluntary return due to the completion of work contract, and goals achievement was reported by another study. However, some study also noted that forced return migration might become the push factor from country of residence to make them back home.
Model case of return migration of nurses: In the Walker and Avant method, model case was constructed to further clarify the concept. The case may be derived from our real life, invented or found in published document. A model case adapted from return migration study in which exist in real life context.

Sumiati (Pseudonym) is a 28 years old who hold a bachelor’s degree in nursing. She has been working in Japan for three years as foreign nurses. Working as nurses in Japan allows her to earn around 2000 USD per month, eight times higher than Indonesia. Having this wage, she was thinking to return home after she reaches her personal goals. She also sent the money back to home country for her family. After Tsunami disaster hit Japan in 2011, her family was worried about her safety and tried to persuade her for return. Even though she has passed the Japanese Nursing Examination and eligible to stay in Japan for unlimited periods, finally she decided to go back to Indonesia and tried to find a new job. While waiting for the job interview, she was running a small business from the saving money in Japan. She was shocked to find out that living in her city was challenging and difficult to find a job. She thought that she must rebuild her career from zero as a new nurse.

Denias (Pseudonym) was left his job to migrate to Australia because of the war happened in his home country. After arriving in Australia, the immigration office found him without a legal document. Only two months ahead of his arrival date, the Australian government has decided to deport him back to his country of origin.

Denias case only has one attribute, his return itinerary was forced by the state to expel from the host country (involuntary return migration). This type of return repeatedly showed by refugees and asylum seekers that flow to developed countries.

Antecedents: The cause and effect model is the most prevalent framework for explaining return migration of nurses. The antecedents for return migration of nurses are social, economic, geographical, political, family or life cycle. Cause and effect factors drive nurses to return to the country of origin which affected by circumstances in the host and home country. Economic motives for example when the job arrangement reaches the end of the contract, it might be a cause factor to leave host country. On the other side, enough saving in country of origin might become an effect factor to return home. Non-economic consideration also having more influenced for return home than economic reason.

Consequences: Mount evidence showed the positive and negative impact of return migration on various players on this movement. The players include migrant nurses, nursing profession, host and home country. For instance, developing countries who have a surplus of nursing workforce could gain benefit for the return of migrant nurses. The brain gain is much more expected than brain drain particularly from the middle and low-income countries.

### Additional cases: related case
There is one case related to return migration concept of which have some attributes of return migration but actually different. Following is an example of related case.

### Table 1: Concept on return migration of nurse: antecedent, attributes and consequences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antecedents</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Consequences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drivers influencing motivation to return (cause and effect)</td>
<td>Motivation and decisions of nurse migrant</td>
<td>Beneficial and detrimental depending on:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Return as human right</td>
<td>Individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>Resource mobilization</td>
<td>Source country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographical</td>
<td>Reintegration</td>
<td>Receiving country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political</td>
<td>Return itineraries</td>
<td>Nursing profession</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family/Life Cycle</td>
<td></td>
<td>National health system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Empirical referents: Measuring return migration can be challenging as there is still confusion on the definition and data availability as well.\textsuperscript{28} How was country dealing with this issue by lack of system to track the returnee obviously appeared on the published literature.\textsuperscript{29} Mostly country relies on the census, survey, population registries, labour force survey, country social survey, and data from employment services.\textsuperscript{28} A study from most developed countries conveys a message that there is a need of established tools to measure the return migration.

The attributes, antecedents and consequences of return migration of nurses can be scrutinised using mixed methods, either quantitative or qualitative. The need to develop instrument or scale to measure return migration is necessary particularly for the standard measurement among countries to allow greater understanding of this issues.

DISCUSSION

In this concept analysis, the discourse of return migration on nurses has been elaborated in the systematic approach with implication on nursing research, education, and practice. According to this analysis, we need a specific scale to measure this phenomenon in standard ways. This study also highlights that return migration in nursing societies is occasionally approached in a holistic manner. International organisation in nursing has proposed a position statement on the important aspect addressing the global nurse migration.\textsuperscript{30} In the global connectedness and interdependence between countries on the issues of migration, return issue will become more prevalent.

A concept analysis of return migration was challenging in the absence of available data, particularly on nursing perspective. By this, nursing profession needs to take action by implementing some measures to deal with the underlying problem.

CONCLUSION

This article provides an analysis of the concept of return migration of nurses found in published literature. The analysis proposed that return migration of nurses has been identified as having characters: individual’s motivation and decision, universal human right, resource mobilisation, reintegration and return itineraries. Countries involved in this program should promote orderly and regulated return migration of nurses using a comprehensive approach.
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